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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y and Z be two real Banach spaces in duality with respect to a continu- 
ous pairing ( , ) and let Y, and Z, be subspaces of Y and Z, respectively; 
the quadruple (Y, Ya; Z, Z,) is called a complementary s stem if, by means of 
< , >, yo* can be identified to Z and Z,,* to I’. Here we are interested in 
surjectivity results for mappings T: D(T) C ET + Z which satisfy the following 
pseudo-monotonicity condition: there exists a dense subspace F’ of 16 such 
that (i) D(T) 3 P’ and T is continuous from each finite-dimensional subspace 
of V to the u(Z, V) topology of Z, (ii) for any bounded net yi E 1’ with 
yi my E Y for u(Y, Z,), TJT~ --f z E Z for u(Z, TT) and 
lim sup(yi , Ty,;, < ,:y, z>, 
it follows that y E D(T), Ty = x and (yi , Ty,j + (y, z>. By surjectivity 
we mean in this context that the range R(T) of T contains Z, . 
Complementary systems and mappings of the above type were considered 
by the writer in [7]. They arise in the study of boundary value problems for 
quasilinear elliptic operator of the form 
in the case where the coefficients d, do not have polynomial growth in 
u,..., VW. As shown in [7], one of the crucial points in the treatment of (1) 
in that case is that the abstract mapping T corresponding to (1) is generally not 
coercive. (Actually the inverse mapping T-l does not generally transform a 
bounded set of Z, or even of Z, , into a bounded set of Y.) This situation 
occurs, for instance, for the operator 
(2) 
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when v(t) = sgn t log(1 + 1 t I). H owever, an asymptotic condition which 
is always verified by T under natural assumptions on the A,‘s is the following 
local a priori bound condition: for any z E 2, there exists a (norm) neigh- 
borhood JV of z in Z whose image by T-1 is bounded in Y. Of course the 
pseudo-monotonicity and local a priori bound conditions alone do not imply 
that R(T) contains Z,, (take T: [w + R: t +-+ P). Some additional conditions 
must be imposed on T. Two such possible conditions are monotonicity [7, 
Theorem 3.101 or oddness [7, Theorem 3.81. It is our purpose here to present 
another condition which, together with the pseudomonotonicity and local a 
priori bound conditions, implies that R(T) contains Z,: the sign condition 
(yTy) >, 0. In the particular (reflexive) situation where I’ = Y,, and 
Z = Z,, , our result contains a recent theorem by Fitzpatrick [3]. 
As an application, we derive an existence theorem for (1) which may be 
considered as the natural extension to operators of type (1) with rapidly or 
slowly increasing coefficients of the basic result by Leray and Lions [IO]. 
Apparently, the existence theorem for (1) obtained in this way does not 
follow by using the previous conditions of monotonicity or oddness. 
2. ABSTRACT RESULTS 
Let (Y, Y,,; Z, Z,,) be a complementary system. A oneparameter family 
of mappings Tt from Y into 2 =, t E [0, 11, is said to be a pseudo-monotone 
homotopy with respect to a dense subspace V of Y,, if(i) T is finitely continuous 
from [0, l] x I’ to the o(Z, V) topology of Z (i.e., T,(y) is a nonempty 
o(Z, V) compact convex subset of Z for each t E [0, l] and y E V, and T is 
upper semicontinuous from each finite-dimensional subset of [0, l] x V 
to the a(Z, V) topology of Z), (“) f 11 or any net (ti , yi , zi) such that zi E Tti(gJ, 
ti -+ t, yi E V, yi bounded, yi +y E Y for u(Y, Z,,), xi + z E Z for u(Z, V) 
and lim sup(yi , zi) < (y, z), it follows that z E T,(y) and (yi, zi> -+ <y, z). 
In particular, each mapping 
T,: D(T,) = {y E Y; T,y nonempty} C Y -+ 22 
is then pseudo-monotone with respect to V (where the later is defined in the 
obvious way). A similar definition can be given for a sequentially pseudo- 
monotone homotopy where one only requires (ii) to hold for ordinary sequences. 
If /I jIy is an equivalent norm on Y, we denote by 11 jjyO the restriction of 
11 Ijy to Y,, , by II llz the norm on Z dual to 11 Ijr, , and by Ij llz, the restriction of 
/I llz to Z,, . The norm II Ijy is called admissible if /j IIr is the norm on Y dual to 
11 IlzO and if the inequality (y, a) < II y [Ir II 2: Ijz holds for ally E Y and z E Z. 
We do not know whether an admissible norm always exists in an arbitrary 
complementary system, but it is known that admissible norms exist when 
Y, YO, Z, Z, are Orlicz-Sobolev spaces (cf. [7, Sect. I]). 
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If 11 [ly is admissible, then the corresponding duality mapping J: Y-t 2= 
defined by 
J(y) = (2 E 2; II z llz = II Y IIY and <Y, xi = IIY IIY II 2 IIz> 
is pseudo-monotone with respect to any dense subspace k’ of Y,, [7, Proposi- 
tion 2.61). The following technical facts will be needed in the proof of 
Theorem 1 below: if {T,; t E [0, I]} is a pseudo-monotone homotopy with 
respect to V and if J is the duality mapping corresponding to an admissible 
norm 1) J1r , then {J + T,; t E [0, l]} is a pseudo-monotone homotopy with 
respect to V; moreover, if a net (ti , y?i , xi) satisfies xi E (/ + TkI) (n), 
ti + t, yi E V, yi bounded, yi +y E Y for u( Y, Z’s), zi --f z E Z for a(Z, I’) 
and lim sup’:, yi , xi) < c,y, z), then z E (j + Tt) (y), .::yz , zj\ --) : y, z>, 
and 11 yi IIr + 11 y //r [7, Proposition 2.2, Lemma 2.71. 
THEOREM 1. Let (Y, I’,,; Z, Z,) be a complementary system with an 
admissible norm // IIr and let {T,; t E [0, l]} be a pseudo-monotone homotopy with 
respect to a dense subspace V- of Y. . Suppose that each z E Z,, has a (norm) 
neighborhood A” in Z such that 
u (T;l(z); B E A“ and t E [0, 111 (3) 
is bounded in Y. Suppose that 
y, 2.) > 0 (4) 
for all (jr, z) in the graph of TI with y E T’, y outside some ball of I’. Then 
R(T,)IZofor each tE[O, I]. 
In the particular case of a single mapping from a reflexive Banach space 
into its dual, which is everywhere defined and single-valued, Theorem 1 
reduces to a recent result by Fitzpatrick [3]. We note that the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 remains valid if assumption (4) is replaced by the condition that 
T, be odd on 1’ outside some ball of V [7, Theorem 3.81. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (Y, Y,,; Z, Z,) be a complementary system with an 
admissible norm I/ IIr and let {T,; t E [0, l]} be a pseudo-monotone homotopy 
with respect to a dense subspace V of I’,, . Suppose that each z E 2, has a (norm) 
neighborhood N in Z such that 
(J {T;‘(z); z E N and t E [0, I]> 
is bounded in Y. Suppose that TI is monotone on V and that TI( V) meets Z,, . 
Then R( T,) I) Z,, for each t E [0, I]. 
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Proof of Corollary 1. Since the assumptions and the conclusion are 
invariant by translating Tt by a fixed element of V or by adding to Tt a fixed 
element of 2, , we can assume without loss of generality that 0 E T,(O). 
Assumption (4) of Theorem 1 then follows from the monotonicity of Tl . 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1 generalizes [7, Theorem 3.101. It is a partial extension of 
Rockafellar’s result [ 121 that a maximal monotone mapping T from a reflexive 
Banach space X into 2x* is onto if (and only if) each point in X* has a neigh- 
borhood whose image by T-l is bounded in X. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. The following simple lemma will 
be needed. 
LEMMA 1. Let lJ be a continuous mapping from B(O, r; W) into IP, where 
B(O, r; W) denotes the closed ball in W of center 0 and radius Y > 0. Suppose 
that 
(x, ux; > 0 
for all x on the sphere S(0, r; W). Then the Brouwer degree of U on B(0, r; W) 
with respect o 0 is odd. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Define 
Ut(x) = U(x) - tU(-x) 
for .T E B(O, r; [w”) and t E [0, 11. We have u0 = U. Since 
<x9 u,(x):) = <x, U(x)> +t<-x, U(-x)) 3 ix, U(x), # 0 
for all x E S(0, r; lFP) and t E [0, 11, it follows that the degree of U, on 
B(0, r; UP) with respect to 0 does not depend on t. But this degree is odd for 
t = 1 by the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For simplicity we will assume that T is single- 
valued and that the restriction of 11 ]Ir to Y, is Gateaux differentiable on 
Y,,\(O), so that the corresponding duality mapping 1 is single-valued on Y,, . 
The same arguments carry over immediately to the general case, using the 
degree theory for multivalued mappings as developped for instance in [8]. 
Let * be the directed set of all finite-dimensional subspaces of I’. For 
each F E s, denote by j, the canonical injection of F into V, by jF* the dual 
projection of Z onto F* and by TtsF = j,*T, j,: F + F* the Galerkin appro- 
ximant of Tt . Defining T,,, = Tt + <J with D(T,,,) = D(T,) n D(J), one 
has TW = TLF f •1~ where TM and JF denote the Galerkin 
approximants of T,,, and J, respectively. 
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It clearly suffices to show that R(T,) 3 Z, . Let z E Z, . By assumption (3) 
and a simple compactness argument, there exist a neighborhood JV in Z of 
the segment [O, z] and Y > 0 such that T,(y) 4 JV for all t E [0, I], y E D( T,), 
y $ B(0, Y; 1). Taking Y larger if necessary, we can assume that ( y, Try) > 0 
for all y E V, y $ B(0, Y; V). We can also choose us > 0 such that 
Tt,Jy) $ [0, .z] for all t 6 [0, 11, 0 < E < E” , y E D(T,) n S(0, Y; Y). 
Suppose first that for each E with 0 < E < l 0 and each FE 9r there exists 
F’ = F’(E, F) E 9 with F’ 3 F such that T,,,,,(y) # &$(z) for all t E [0, I], 
y E S(0, Y; F’) and 5 E [0, I]. Then we may consider the Brouwer degree 
deg(T,,,,F,; W, y; F’); Sj*F+)), 
and this degree is independent of t E [0, l] and 6 E [O, 11. For f = 1 and 
.$ = 0, this degree is odd by Lemma 1 since 
(Y, TLE.F,(Y)\ = (v, T,(Y)) + E lly 11; > 0 
for all y E S(0, Y; F’). C onsequently it is odd for t = 0 and 5 = 1, and we 
can tind yE,F, E B(0, Y; F’) satisfying 
Consider now the cofinal subset of 9 consisting of those EII(e, F)‘s as E + 0 
and F E F. Passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that yF,F’ --+ y E I’ 
for u(Y, Z,). We have TO(yr,F,) --f z for u(Z, I’) because for x given in I;,‘, 
.,-2’, T&J,)> = (x, T,,,(y<,,*)) - c’x, J(y&)‘ 
= ,‘x., z:; - E::S, Jyc,F,)) 
as soon as F’ contains .Y. Moreover, since z E Z, , 
(Yc.F, I TO(Y,,F,)) = !YE.F, , x, - E II Y..F 11; --) (Y, z>. 
Consequently, by the pseudo-monotonicity of 7’s , it follows that T,(y) = z. 
Thus z E R(T,,) in this case. 
In the contrary case, there exist E with 0 < E < l 0 , a cofinal subset of S, 
still denoted by {F} for simplicity, t, E [0, 11, yF E S(0, Y; F), and tF E [0, l] 
.such that 
TfF,<,F(YF) = ‘tFjF*@). 
Passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that t, -+ t E [0, 11, 
tF+t~[O, 11, and yF+ygY for u(Y,ZJ. We have TtJyF)-+& for 
a(Z, V) because for x given in V, 
(2, TtF.r(YF)) == cx, tFZ) 
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as soon as F contains x. Moreover, since z E 2, , 
Consequently, since {Tt,<; t E [O, l]} is a pseudo-monotone homotopy with 
respect to I’, Tt,Jy) = &z. In addition, 11 yF IIr --f 11 y I/r , so thaty E S(0, r; Y). 
But this contradicts the definition of E,, . Q.E.D. 
When Y,, and 2, are separable, Theorem 1 admits a sequential version: 
one requires that {T,; t E [0, l]} be a sequentially pseudo-monotone homotopy 
with respect to any dense subspace V of a dense subspace I” of Y,-, and that 
(4) be satisfied for all (y, z) in the graph of Tl with y E V’, y outside some 
ball of V’. The proof is similar and is obtained by starting with an increasing 
sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of V’ whose union V is dense in v’. 
3. APPLICATION 
We begin with some preliminaries about Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. The 
Orlicz space on a bounded open subset Sz of VP corresponding to a N-function 
M is denoted by LM(SZ) and the closure in LM(SZ) of L”(G) by E&2) (cf. [9]). 
The Sobolev space of functions u such that u and its distributional derivatives 
up to order m lie in L&2) [E&2)] is denoted by WmL,,(J2) [IV~E,&?)]. 
These spaces always will be identified to subspaces of the product 
L’&,L,(s2) = IIL,; they are Banach spaces. Denoting by M the N-function 
conjugate to M, we get a complementary system (UL, ,17E,; IILn , li!E~). 
The a(IlL, , LL?m) closure of g%(G) in WmLn,(Q) is denoted by W,,mLM(Q) 
and the norm closure of g(a) in W,E,(Q) by W,,mEm(Q). When the 
boundary r of !J is sufficiently good, one can define the trace on r of 
DV, 1 01 1 < m - 1, for z, E WmL,&l), and prove that the functions in 
WomL,&2) [WomE&2)] are precisely those of ulmLhl(sZ) [WmE&Q)] whose 
trace and normal derivatives up to order m - 1 on I’are zero (cf. Fougeres [4] 
in the particular case where M satisfies the A, condition: M(2t) < AM(t) for 
some K > 0 and all t sufficiently large). 
The following Banach spaces of distributions will also be used: 
W-“Lm(sZ) = 
I 
f~g(SZ);f= c (-1)1*1 DLlfGwithfolEL&2) 
lal<~~ I 
and 
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As shown in [7, Sect. 11, when Q has the segment property, Q(Q) is 
a(XL, , JXm) dense in WomL~~(.l(s2), so that the bilinear form 
is well defined for II E W,,~LL,&2) and f = ZlalGm(-l)lal D*fa E FV-%J#~); 
the quadruple ( W,mLM(Q), WO~E,,,(Q); II’-“L&Q), W-“EM(Q)) then con- 
stitues a complementary system. 
Some more notations are needed.If 5‘ = {&a; 1 (Y 1 < m} E Rsm is a m-jet, then 
5 = (5,; 1 01 1 = m} E UPm’ denotes its top order part and 7 = {ta; / (Y 1 < m} E 
IRS+1 denotes its lower order part. For u a derivable function, t(u) denotes 
{D”u; 1 (Y 1 < m]. The nonnegative reciprocal function of a N-function M is 
denoted by M-l, and for two N-functions llrl and P, P < M means that for 
each E > 0, P(t)/M(d) + 0 as t--f +cc. 
We are interested here in the Dirichlet problem for the operator 
on Q. The basic conditions imposed on the coefficients -4, of (5) are the 
following: 
(i) Each A,(x, 5) is a real-valued function defined on Q x [wsm which 
is measurable in x for fixed 5 and continuous in 5 for fixed X. 
(ii) There exist two N-functions M and P with P < M, functions 
a,(x) in En(Q) for I 01 1 = m, in La(Q) for I CL I < m, constants c, and ca 
such that for all x in D and E in Pm, if 
I 0~ I -c m: I 44~ 01 
< a,(x) + cl C RW’(c,S,) + cl 2 ~-1M(c,5,). 
IBI=m IBl<m 
(iii) For each x in G, q in ll@-1, 5 and t;’ in LPm with 5 # i’, 
1 (4x9 5, 7) - *4&G I’, 77)) (5, - r;,l> > 0. 
lCll=VI 
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(iv) For each x in 9, 5” in Pm’, 
c (4(x, 5, 7) - 5,‘) (5, - 52 + +m 
la/=nl 
as 1 5 1 + +cc in l/Pm’, uniformly for bounded 5’ in Pm’ and bounded 7 in 
[w%-1. 
(v) There exist functions b,(x) in Em(Q) for 1 OL 1 = m, in La(Q) for 
1 01 1 < m, b(x) in L’(Q), positive constants dI and $ such that 
1 (4% E) - U4) 5, > 4 C JWAJ - 44 
IhI@ lll<m 
for all x in Sz and E in II@. 
Let f E W-mLm(sZ). The Dirichlet problem for A(u) = f asks for an element 
u E WomLh,(Q) such that &(5(u)) ELM for all j 011 < m and a(u, V) = (v, f) 
for all ~1 E W,,%,l(Q), where 
A,(&)) Dav dx 
is the Dirichlet form associated with A. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be an open bounded subset of W with the segment 
property and consider an operator A of the form (5) satisfying the conditions 
(i)-(v). Then for any f E CVmE&.Q), the Dirichlet problem for A(u) = f has at 
least one solution. 
We note that condition (iv) sometimes can be shown to follow from con- 
ditions (ii) and (v); this is so, for instance, when M satisfies the A, condition 
or when the constant ca of (ii) is not greater than the constant d, of (v). 
In the case of coefficients A, having polynomial growth, i.e., when 
M(t) = j t lp with p > 1, conditions (i)-(v) reduce to the classical conditions 
first introduced by Leray and Lions [lo] (cf. also Lions [l l] and Browder [ 11). 
Under the additional assumption that A is odd (or homotopic to an odd 
operator), the result of Theorem 2 was obtained in [7]. Under the additional 
assumption that &!i satisfies the A, condition (this assumption is not verified 
by the operator of example (2)), th e result of Theorem 2 was obtained by 
Fougeres [5] and the writer [6, 71; this case is actually much simpler because 
the abstract mapping T corresponding to (5) is then coercive. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the complementary system (WOmLXI(Q), 
W,‘“E,,,@); WmLM(Q), W-“En;r(sZ)) h h w ic we will denote by (Y, YO; Z, Z,,) 
for simplicity. For each t E [0, 11, let Tt be the mapping from 
D( T,) = {u E Y; &(5(u)) E Lm(Q) for all 1 OL 1 < m) C Y 
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into Z defined by 
Tp = C (-1)1”1 D(-4,(5(u)) - tb,), 
l*lQ’ 
i.e., 
(z., T,u) = J‘ x (A,(&)) - tb,) DV dx 
52 Ial<tn 
for all o E Y. Here b,(x) is the function appearing in condition (v). We have 
to prove that R(T,,) 3 Z,, . 
It follows immediately from [7, Theorem 5.11 that {T,; t E [0, I]) is a 
sequentially pseudo-monotone homotopy with respect to any dense subspace 
V of Y,, . Therefore, by the sequential version of Theorem 1, the proof will be 
complete if we verify the local a priori bound condition (3) and the sign 
condition (4). 
Local a priori bound condition. Since the injection of WmL,w(Q) into 
Wm-lLM(Q) is compact (cf. [2; 7, Lemma 4.13]), the linear form 
WI-+ J c b,D% dx * l”lP 
is continuous on Y for o(ZIL, , IlEm); consequently, there exist functions 
6, E Em(Q) for : a 1 < m such that 
for all z, E Y. Now let g be given in Z, , 
g = c (-1):“’ Dg, 
;alGP 
with g, E Em(Q). Take r > max{l, 2/d, , l/d,} where dI , d, are the constants 
of condition (v), choose a number e such that so M;i(r”g,) dx < e for all 
1 LX 1 < m, and define 
~4” = /li = c (-I)‘“1 Dab, E Z; I h?I(r’%) dx <e-l-lforallIai<m . 
[a:(m r-2 I 
M is a (norm) neighborhood of g in Z; this follows from the fact that the 
convex functional 
w + 
I- 
M(w) dx 
n 
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is (norm) continuous on a (norm) neighborhood of E’(sZ) in Lo (cf. [7, 
Example 4.101). We claim that 
{u E Y; T,(u) E M for some t E [0, l]> 
is bounded in Y. Indeed if u E Y with T,(U) = h E JV for some t E [0, 11, then 
for all v E Y, and in particular 
The left-hand side is greater than 
(6) 
by condition (Y), where K = Sn b(x) dx. By Young’s inequality, the right- 
hand side is less than 
(7) 
since Y .> 1, M is convex and 6, E Ea(s2) for 1 OL 1 < m. By the choice of Y, 
a bound on so C~,~+M(d2 D%) dx can then be derived from (6) and (7). It 
follows that Dau remains bounded inL,(s2) for 1 a 1 < m, and thus u remains 
bounded in Y. 
Sign condition. By condition (v) we have 
But JR M(w) dx -+ +co as 11 w IIr,M,,, -+ $-co. Consequently, (u, T,u) is 
positive if 11 u IIr is sufficiently large. Q.E.D. 
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We note that the growth condition (ii) can be weakened by using the 
imbedding theorems for Orlicz-Sobolev spaces (cf. [2]), as in [7]. We note 
also that by using PoincarC’s inequality for Orlicz-Sobolev spaces (cf. [7, 
Lemma 5.6, Corollary 5.71) it suffices to impose condition (v) with Z’lal=n 
instead of &I~,, in the right-hand side. 
Under the same assumptions one gets the existence of a solution for the 
Neumann problem of finding u E W”L,,(Q) such that A&(.$(u)) EL,-,(Q) for all 
1 01 1 < m and a(u, zj) = (c, f) for all ‘u E Wm&(Q), wherefis a a(X&,,, 17Ez) 
continuous linear form on W’“L,,,,(sZ). h’Iore generally, let Y be a a(ZJ&, n,&) 
closed subspace lying between TV~L,,,(Q) and IVmL,&2) such that 1’ n rrE, 
is a(ZX,, , nL,> dense in Y and let f be a a(lTLni , ITEm) continuous linear 
form on Y; then the problem of finding u E ET such that A,(Hu)) ELM 
for all 1 (Y 1 < tn and a(u, V) = (v,f) for all v E Y has a solution. The proof 
consists in applying Theorem 1 in the complementary system generated by Y 
in (nL,, , IIE,%,; IILM , DE,) (cf. [7, Sect. 11). It should be of interest here to 
understand the meaning of the above restrictions on Y in terms of boundary 
conditions. 
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